Assessing Supplier Financial Health
Fiscal Risk Mitigation Powered by Experian
Ineﬀectively managing financial risk comes with real repercussions for your bottom line and your
reputation. The business failure of even one critical supplier can result in project delays, violated
contracts, damaged credit and other costly errors. Avetta’s partnership with Experian® makes monitoring
the financial health of your vendors as easy as one click into Connect. In today’s volatile market we give
you confidence in your supply chain.
01

Evaluate Large Groups with Minimal Effort
Whether you’re concerned about one supplier or all of them,
the Avetta Experian Integration makes analyzing your supplier
base easy. During the process each supplier receives specific
ratings and key metrics unique to their business.

02

Screen Out Risky Accounts

03

Make Quick Decisions with
Automated Reviews

With the data at your fingers, it’s easy to include supplier
financial health into the qualification process. Keep your
standards high and your risks low by building appropriate
compliance rules into your supplier management plan.

The financial data collected by Experian is renewed
periodically, so you can feel confident you’re receiving an
up-to-date look on all of suppliers. This information allows
you to not only make faster decisions but more eﬀective
ones as well.

04

Get Deeper Insights When Desired

While a quick snapshot is nice, we understand the need to expand your visibility
beyond just a few scores. Experian oﬀers a portal called Business IQ where you are
able to pull detailed credit reports on your suppliers and add them to a watchlist.

How it Works

01
Suppliers are given a
Financial Stability Risk Score
(1-100) that indicates their
likelihood of defaulting on
financial obligations or going
bankrupt.

Experian integration pulls supplier data into their system for analysis.
Results are then sent back to the Connect dashboard for easy viewing.

02
Suppliers also receive an
Intelliscore Plus rating that
identifies the suppliers who
may be slow to pay but are
likely to follow through on their
financial commitments.

03
Any liens, judgments or
bankruptcies from the
supplier are also displayed
on the Connect
dashboard.

Clients are able to monitor the ratings and apply compliance rules if desired.

Where can I find additional information on Experian scoring?
For more information on Experian scoring and how it can help your business,
you can go to experian.com/business- information and navigate to
Scores > Financial Stability Risk Score or Scores > Intelliscore Plus to view their Product Sheets.

Learn more at www.avetta.com or contact us at +1 800-506-7427
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